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Panel develops response to homosexuality
by Heather Gregg
One of the positive reactions to the letter from X
printed in the Diamond this
fall was the panel discussion
held Tuesday evening about
developing
a Christian
response to homosexuality.
Mike Loomis. Director of
Student Activities ad Dordt,
served as moderator for the
discussion, which was held
at 7:30 in S 10 I. After opening with prayer and introducing the three panelists. he
asked them to define homosexuality.
Dr. Michael Williams.
professor
of theology
at
Dordt. Dr. Carl Zylstra. pastor of Immanuel
CRC in
Orange
City. and Lynda
Seehusen. Dordt's Director of
Personal Counseling, talked
about the definition and the
issue of whether homosexual
tendencies
are inborn or
learned, but the focus of the
two- hour session was on the
second and third questions
that Loomis posed. The related questions.
"How do we
love homosexuals within our
community?"
and, "What
should our attitude be?" were
addressed.
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Panel comprised of D~ Williams, Rev. Car! Zylstra, and Lynda Seehusen discussed the volatile issue of homosexuality.
Williams said that one
thing gay Christians
do is
challenge us to think about
what it means to be the body
of Christ. He said that in the
few biblical texts dealing with
homosexuality.
condernnatton of those acts is clear;
but. he said. ScIipture dwells
much more on the self-rtghteous attitude of the people of
God. "This is an opportunity
for us to look in the mirror,"
he sald.
Zylstra pointed out that
most acting homosexuals are
found in certain areas-San
Francisco, for example. "This
[Dordt] is exactly the place I
would want them to be." he

said. As a Christian college. nccd to love and help homothen, he said, we need to' pro- sexuals should challengc
vide a community that suppeople who talk about "those
ports them.
faggots
in
the
movic
Loomis later emphasized
Philadelphia," A studcnt in
that point. "What better place the audience agreed, saying,
than a Christian
college to "We need to be more vocal, to
get answers, to struggle?" he speak up when people are
asked. "We need to invite
condemning homosexuals."
that kind of openness."
Another thing Dordt stuZylstra said, "Attitudes
dents can do is "be a friend,"
of peers. a lot more than peo- said Seehusen.
"If you're
ple like us. will give them the accepting (of the person. but
ability to face what they're
not the homosexual
behavdealing with in their lives." ior). people will be more likely
Several practical responses
to confide in you." Williams
about how to do that were
made a similar
comment.
discussed.
"One thing you can do is lisSeehusen said that those . ten and tell them that Jesus
who acknowledge
that we loves them."

At the
same
time.
though,
he said, we must
"tell them up-front,
'your
behavior is sin:" Loomis said
that there is "a reluctance on
campus to confront our sisters and brothers
and call
them to repentance,"
Zylstra
presented
the
challenge to "watch ihe way
you talk about things. You
don't have to act as if you're
walking on eggshells all the
time." he said. "but you do
need to act with proper, discerning judgment."
The role of Dcrdt faculty
and staff was abo briefly discussed. "We're here to support you," said Loomis. "The
college is here to help:' It was
emphasized
that students
who seek counseling
and
advice can be assured absolute confidentiality.
Williams' statement that
'''Love the sinner. hate the
sin' is tough work" sums up
the discussion we ll. Loomis
said, "We're all growmg and
changing. but it's not going
to get any easier after our
four years here." With that in
mind, students can take seriously thc challenge that Mike
Vande
Gr-Ien d . an East
Campus RA. gave at the close
of the meeting. "We need to
support each other," he said,
"to get something going, to
"create an environment that
shows love.

Banquet to enhance Christmas cheer
By David Huffman
Friday. December 9 is
the first all East Campus
banquet.
The banquet,
which will be held at the
Sioux Center
community
center .. will include dinner,
entertainment,
and prizes,
Dinner cost $6.00 for all students living on East Campus.
and a $2.00 charge for those
students who only wish to
attend the dance. The dance

will be held after the dinner
and entertainment,
and is
open to all students
who
wishes to attend.
The purpose of this banquet "is to give students the
opportunity to get together
and have a good time outside
of the spring banquet," said
senior Kristen Van Vliet who ..
along with Mike Loomis.
helped organize the banquet.
According to Van Vliet,. the

banquet will be held off cam- entertainment.
a quartet.
pus to escape the gym atrno- Hy-Vee is doing all the food
sphere.
catering for the banquet.
The proper attire for the
After all the activities are
banquet should be dressy.
completed
the dance will
but not formal, a change
begin. to which the entire
from the banquet held in the campus
is invited.
The
spring. Also. bnngtng a date dance will last until 12 midis not required. because the ."night,
purpose is to give all East
Campus residents a chance
to
in teract
together.
According to Van Vliet the
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"Queens" for
by Marla Kamerman
On Dec. 2 and 3, the
advanced acting class presen ted a culmination
of
lcaming and talent they had
developed all semester. Lisa
Barry, Susan Kok, Colleen
KUiper. Sara Modderman,
Chris Orriee , and Danielle
Schouten gave stunning performances
Normand
Chaurette's ''The Queens," an
cnthralling tale of supeliority.
murder.
bitterness,
and
power.
Simon du Toit, teacher
and director. made the most
of a unique opportunity
to
blend education and produclion. Throughout
the year,
Ihe advanced
acting class
has been studying
from a
lext called" Acting Power.""
They used the long monologues from The Queens to
perfect the theatre concepts
they learned. They did not
learn their parts in chronological order, but took the
sections out of sequence to
master
techniques
and
receive grades.
The play takes place in
England during the demise of
King Edward IV. Du Tort

in

Q

calls it "the women's side of
Shakespeare's
'Richard III...·
Chaurette translated many of
Shakespeare's
plays into
French, and "Richard 1I1"
inspired The Queens.
The set was sparse but
effective, with only a few candles and stone benches creating the austere atmosphere
of a medieval castle.
The
elaborate costumes symbolized the different
roles:
Queen Elizabeth resplendent
in gold, the former Queen
Margaret in a faded silver,
Isabel Warwick in passionate
red, and the centenarian
Duchess. of York in a simple.
aged black.
"The Queens" truly displayed the acting skills of the
participants
because
it
depended on the believability
of the characters and the language, instead of pure physical action.
There was not
one protagonist,
but six
equally significant characters
with equally
demanding
lines.
Because it revolved
around the women' s battle
for the throne,
the play
thrived on language,
sarcasm, and delivery. The plot
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was spoken. more than acted
out. The production was rife
wtth subtle ironies and spoken daggers - six power hungry,
despicable
women
deceiving each other and
being deceived.
It was so
well written and performed
that the verbal warfare, plot
twists, and intriguing relationships between the char"
acters held the audience's
attention for an uninterrupted hour and a half.
Participants averred that
it was difficult because of the
lengthy monologues and lofty
language
that we are nut
used to. But according to
Chris Ornee.. "It was definitely fun! The deeper we got
into the play, the more we
realized its richness and multiple levels. We had a sense
of adventure in trying to get
more and more out of it - a
sense of the characters and
what was going on." After
watching the play only once,
I fully agree that, just as with
Shakespeare,
one might
never fully glean everything
from it.

Nell Graves

One acts to open Fr day
ter how old or young,
directing
"The Patchwork
by Katie Dekker
Quilt" by Rachel Field. It's set deserves respect and love."
Each year, the members
Rasmussen added that she
of directing class choose a in the late 1950's. Anne and
also chose the play because
short, one-act play to direct . her husband, both in their
of Its irony: Anne spends the
40's, have moved Anne's
This year, the student-directed one-act plays will be per- mother off the farm and into whole play looking for the
find it
their house. They want to sell deed, but doesn't
formed Friday and Saturday
because
of her
night at 8 p.m. in the New the farm, but they can't with- expressly
out the deed, which they can" meanness towards her mothWorld Theatre.
"Cages," by Walter Dean' not find. Only Anne's mother
er.
Rebekah
Sanford
is
knows where the deed is, and
Myers, is directed by John
directing "The Problem,"
a
she can't remember where
van Dijk. "It's a play about
comedy by A.R. Gurney. "It's
the way people build up walls she put it. In fact, she can't
remember anything from the about a married couple who
and cages around themselves
have some problems.
The
to protect themselves from past because Anne and her
treat her with wife is pregnant and the husthe outside world," van Dijk husband-who
no respect-have
taken away band doesn't know.
said. There are seven char"Besides the fact that it's
all of her furniture
and
acters who all talk big about
funny, it says, 'Hey! You can't
from the farm.
breaking out of their comfort- belongings
able niche, but who are really The mother's memory of the always be completely serious
about
relationships,
'''.
dced is linked to an ancient
afraid to leave. In the end,
Sanford said.
patchwork
quilt she had
only one manages to break
"The
Stonewater
made many years ago- her
free.
Rapture" by Doug Wright is
only remaining
belonging
Van Dijk explained his
from her former life at 'the ldlrected by Sara Modderman.
reasons
for choosing
this
In it. two l8-year-olds strugplay. "It just screamed 'Life!' farm.
gle to belong in their smi.ll
Rasmussen said, '"Ithink
at me. I see so many people
who have built cages around
[thts play representsl I'."m~; .to,\YlJ. ,TlJ.ey}He ,driven by
thing we all need to think
themselves."
Continued on page 12
Sheila
Rasmussen
is about: every person. no mat-
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DIAMOND

to the Editor

ED: This letter
is in
response to a flyer from
the Crossfire,another student publication, about
the reality of rape on
campus. The flyer called
for any and all responses.
and a supportive environment for those who have
been through the horror of
rape.
To Diamond Staff:
"Let's
talk about
rape,"
Absolutely! As a member of
"the college" (administration)
I have nothing to lose by talking about a shocking reality
infesting
every campus in
America today-yes.
even
Dordt College. There are certainly more rape victims
within our student body than
"the college" knows about.
But what you must understand is this comes out of
respect for the prtvacy of the
victims and NEVER out of the
college's insinuated desire to
cover anything up. Like the
women in the Cross Fire article, rape victims typically do
not report their attack-to
college officials or the police.
Clearly. we as a community need to continue to talk
about rape and date rape
beyond the confines
of a
given program. But isn't that

CAMPUS VOICE 3
raise awareness of this tragic
reality, to inform and educate
those who arc unaware. to
start the conversation and

0 ve rh e a rd. ••

communication

compiledby staff

the point of the program-to-.r~-:::::~~~~~~~~-=-~~~~~~~~~-=~~~~~~~~~~~==jj

process?

Indeed. I believe it is. So I
applaud your desire and call
to create a campus "environment where victims don't feel
shame, but comfort and healing." But we have a ways to
go for our students
to full
respect each other and particularly to respect the victims of violent crime. As just
the date rape trtal (an actor),
while receiving encouragement and praise for her bravery, also received lewd phone
calls and comments following
the program. Indeed, we need
to respect and support one
another-even
if we do not
fully understand.
Final1y, the "supporting
environment"
is available
through
our friendships,
trusted
advtsor s , through
Lynda Seehusen. and others
within Student Services. But
it is also the responsibility of
each and every person in the
Dordt community
to make
themselves
awar, sensitive
and respectful of rape victlifts
and all women on this campus. "Let's talk about rape."
Absolutely! And let us know
how we can help.
Peace,
Michael Loomis *6986

9 - 9 Monday thru Friday
9 - 6 Saturday

Stylists:
Renae Visscher
Greta Van Zee
Julie Ten Napel
Janelle Goslinga

"Haven't you
caused enough
trouble with that
bean?"
--Bruce van Dyken
to Sonya Jongsma
after several
goround with a lima
bean.

onc example. the woman in

Qenae's
Hours:

"Copy everything downexcept change
it. "
--Peter Drost on
statistics

Paula Van Dyke
Janet Brunsting
Missy Driesen
(712) 722-0008

Centre Mall

"If God wanted

to make women
Intellectuals,
He
would have created them from a
brain instead of
a rib."
Merrick Gulker

"You need to
breathe, but
breathing eventually kills you
anyway."
--an interesting
dichotomy, by Dr.
Geels

"Well, look at
what He made
men out of."
--April
VandeZande

"I'm a stoical
hedonist. I'm
always having a
good time, but
you'll never
know it."
--Luke Schelhaas
"You see the
world through
dung-colored
glasses. "
--Mike Stiemsma

"This feels like
walking on Lucky
Charms."
--Marcy
Holwerda
walking on crunchy ""But I like
snow
brown."
--Jenn
Dyke
"Does this class
apply to any" Any san e perthing? No, it's a
son in this world
General Ed.
would go insane
Requirement. "
because of this
f-Leandra
world. "
--Geoff Davidson
~ybesma

"It prevents

the
audience from
looking at the
guys' shirts and
the girls' ..
.whatever."
--Prof. Kornelis on
the new Chorale
robes.
"You should finish that potato.
Just think of the
Ethiopians,
Somalians,
Croatians and
the Pessmans."
--Sally Pessman to
a reluctant student
in the Commons

"This water is so
dry."
--Bethany Baker,
discussing the
effects of West
Hall water on her
skin

\
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• A hearty thank you to all students who have.
• submitted quotes to the Overheard column .•
• Keep those quotes coming in!
•
Send quotes to:

:
•

Diamond Overheard
DC 595

:
•

•

The Diamond reserves the right 10 Choos~ which quotes are suitable :o,r publication.
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The Heart of the Matter
The

spirit

Lord, make me an instrument
of your peace.
Where there is hatred, let me
sow love.
Where there is injury ... pardon.
Where there is discord.
.unity.
Where there is doubt .. .jaith.
Where there is error... truth.
Where there is despair. .. hope.
Where there is sadness .. JoY.
Where there is darkness ..
.light.
o Divine . 'aster, grant that I
may not s. .nuch. seek
To be consoled ... as to console.
To be understood ... as to
unders I(1 '1d.

of Christmas

To be loved. , .as to love.
do I see narro~ minded, cowFor:
ardly reactions to people who
It is in giving ...
that we are different
in even the
receive.
smallest ways?
It is in pardoning, that we are
How do we treat people
pardoned.
who are hurting? How do we
It is in dying ... that we are treat people in general? I am
born to eternal life.
convtctmg myself with these
St. Francis of Assisi
questions. I see how often I
This verse is more than
write people off because
I
just poetry; it is a sincere plea don't think they are worth my
to live Christianity. It is not time. I see myself being uttergiving lip service
to the ly selfish
in my time and
gospel; it is demonstrating
thoughts. I wonder how I can
what Christianity
should be really call myself a Christian
about.
other than just n orntn al ly ,
I am often troubled in my because sometimes my faith
own life about how often I can sure isn't real.
talk about
God and the
The world is weighed down
Christian life as though they with pain, People live every
were just a movement in his- day in a war zone in Bosnia.
People slowly starve to death'
tory or an abstract philosophy. We debate in Theology in Somalia. Children in our
101, Philosophy
201 and cities are lucky to live past
Calvin's Institutes about the their teens, to graduate from
nature of the incarnation, the high school. Babies are born
reality of the Holy Spirit, but to teenagers who have no idea
we don't often live as if we how to handle the responsibilreally believe this. What effect ity. We lose people we love
do I see of God's mercy on every day.
We have to do something.
this campus? Do I see people
We
can't sit in our heated,
treating each other as creatures in the image of God? Or carpeted, safe churches and

-Diamond StaffThe Diamond is published by students of Oordt College to present and
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sing "Make me a servant" or
"Use me Lord, use even me"
without it changing us. The
words will echo hollowly if we
do not live them.
We need to light the darkness. We need to unite where
there is strife. We need to forgive, We need to lighten the
burden of sin on the world by
taking up a burden
of our
own. We need to be the ones
that people look at in amazement"Hey, what's
with
them? They're so ... different. "
In an active, positive way,
We have the hope of the
world, We have the jay that
knows no end. We have the
peace that passes
understanding. Christ is the incarnation of these things, He is
hope, joy, and peace. He completely emptied himself and
gave himself to us.
In gratitude,
we need to
model this humility. "For it is
in giving... that we receive. It
is in pardoning, that we are
pardoned."
That is the real Christmas
spirit.
s.a.w.

Dirk Zwart
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President Hulst under fire: Dordt takes on
multicultural lawsuit
by Mohammed
The equal opportunity
employment office filed a 16
million dollar lawsuit this
week against Dordt College.A
long overlooked Dordt policy
allows only people who are
members
of the small
"Christian Reformed"religious
sect to be considered for
employment.
The issue exploded when

made by President Hulst when
he offered Ida free tuition as
part of the multi-cultural program.
Unfortunately Ida
declined the offer but admittedly said, "Ok so I am differ-

a position to wash President

ent,

Hulst's car became available.
One
applicant,
Ida
BeaChrtstian,a memberof the
ReformedChurch of America,
was blatantly discriminated
against when she was told
that unless she became a
member of the Christian

ously unclean to these people-but
I'm at least ~t

letically challenged with that
cr~ Dordt 2000 idea."

human."

The havoc over the new
position has been so trauma-

Reformed

sect she was "unac- can't get up." but apparently
ceptablefor the position."
he was shooting a commercial
Ida immediatelytook legal to supplement his income.

action on basis of religious

discrtmination. An attempt at
an out 'of court settlement

".'Vi
.

~

When later asked for a comment concerning the 16 mil-

was . lion dollar lawsuit, Hulst said,
"I think there is plenty of

and I may be ceremoni-

Local lawyers say that
Dordt's chances of losing the
lawsuit are almost 100%.
When asked for a comment,
Hulst satdv'Tve fallen and

moneyin Dordt'sfund to cover
such a fallacy- besides who
needs a recreation center. We
are multicultural, academic:

institution, and do not want to
dtscrtrnmate

against the ath-

~_t'"lifa

tizing that the opening is no
longer available, maintenance
will continue to do Hulst's car
washing for .the meantime.

Pres ~ulst: ~ltv-ad+u~
p~ U' olel1\Dt'i1\ indi6f'rZf eli/1st
(~+ 0 &0 uJhe.vI pr;Ylte..v-s wlM\t pr:Y\t

Index
Does anybody read
this anyway?
Don't you have
anything better
to do?
Go on read the
paper already;
It doesn't matter
what page they're
on, you'll find
them.
It's only four
pages; ;;

8raP •
by Mrs. Robinson
Don't be fooled. No
matter how much lip service the suits ,pay to independence
and
selfreliance, Dordt College is
not here to turn out talented, successful,
independent people. It is here
to turn out talented, successful, independent married people. Did you ever
wonder why roommates
are constantly being pressured to set each other
up? Why we'll celebrate
Valentines Day twice, the
first a week-long festIval of
luv? Did we have a "Dating
Game" because
it was

?

Ck.tli"QS)

1I11.'1.-nY1

relaxing and enjoyable for
stressed students? Don't
kid yourself.
It was a
game, alright, and we were
the pawns. Su re , it was
funny-it's supposed to be
funny-otherwise,
we
wouldn't
accept
it so
quickly. They want you to

But why would a
college •encourage
marriage?
The answer is simple: money.

laugh. Didn't your mother
always tell you that everyone looks better with a
smite? Better looking people leads to more of those
people dating, eveniually
falling in love and. yes,
getting married.
But why would a college encourage marriage?
The answer
is simple:
money.
Sure, it's .not a
policy they'd print in the
Defender.
but match
making is as much a part
of
Do r d ta agenda
as"
keeping
students
from
attending pits. Many Dordt
students
come
here
because
their
parents

came here. so it naturally
follows that
the more
Dordt alumni married to
each other=more
alum
kids=funding for the latest
campus expansion whim.
They need us to marry and
mate like bunnies-weddings are money in their
pockets.
I propose something a
little radical, a little dangerous: a minor revolution. Let's stand up to the
money-grubbing administration and tell them we
won't take their
avaricious match-making anymore.
Stop the datIng
insanity!

,,
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Ms. Anthropy
Remember that editortal
1 wrote about a month ago
about women and men and
being equal and stuff like
that. I said I wasn't a "manhating feminist. ~ Guess what.
I lied.
Honestly, women, we all
know that deep down we are
better than men. In my opinion (and I am never wrong)
men have only two faults:
everything
they say and
everything they do.
First of all, they have NO
fashion sense. Men I know
wear black jeans and black
shoes with white socks. Don't
they know that cuts off their
leg line? And this thing with
wearing shirts unbuttoned to
thcir belly buttons-do
they
think that looks good? Who
do thcy think they are. Elvis?
Second, thcy can't stand
girl talk. We have to sit, smile
and nod while they discuss
their most memorable belch.
and they fe~l faint listening to
a harmless conversation on
the pros and cons of natural
childbirth,
Third, and t h is really
irritates
me. they don't
understand
our problems.
They don't get that when we
havc a bad hair day, it really
does
influence
our self
cstcem. And then they have

the audacity to MAKE FUN of
these
problems.
Or even
worse, blame them on r.M,S ..
as if they had any idea what
that does to us.
Which leads me to my
fourth pomt. Men are CLUELESS. They often have no
idea what is going on, They
can say something
really
stupid
like, "Whoa, that
Pamela Anderson
chick is
HOT! Don't you think so?" as
if they had just said, ''The sky
is blue" and then wonder why
you refuse to talk to them.
When their jeans don't fit,
they never say. "Maybe I
shouldn't have eaten that boxof doughnuts
for snack,"
They blame the dryer for
"shrtnking" them,
The most irritating thing
about men is they assume
• that everyone else thinks like
they do, As per the whole
"Pamela Anderson" scenario,
they are shocked if you don't
agree with them wholeheartedly. And if you do dare to
disagrce
about any thingfrom political systems to best
ice cream flavor-you
are
automatically very strange or
just
plain wrong.
Maybe
that's why our government is
so messed up. The men 'who
have run the Congress for
centuries are shocked to find
that there are alternatives to
the way they've always done
things. It's probably causing
a good deal of paranoia.
There
it is, guys,
A
rather incomplete list of your
flaws. Sound
familiar?
I
didn't think so. it's the whole
clueless thing again. Hello,
hear that cluc phone? It's
ringing for you. It's Cindy
Crawford.
As if.

.'EII "E ,."
Try to figure out in your spare time who these profs are, and no
we are not giving you the answers, You are college kids. Take
charge of your own education,
Pastor Don Draayer
Mr. Van Essen
Prof. James Mahaffy

---

Dr. Rick Eigenbrood
Dr. James Schaap
Dr. Dallas Apol
Prof Art Attema
Dr. John Struyk
Dr. Arnold Koekkoek
Dr. Ed Geels
Dr. James Koldenhoven
Prof. Joanne Alberda
Dr. John Vander Stelt
Dr. Joan Ringerwole
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The Zircon is published by a slightly
crazed and definitely overstressed bunch of keen people.
If you have anything to say about
this Zircon, we don't want to hear
it. If you agree with any views,
congratulations, and I hear they
are doing marvelous things with
shock therapy these days ..
The Zircon reserves the right to make
fun of anyone they want.
M8dame Editor: Miss Anthropy
Featureless Editors: Mrs. Hobinson
and Penny lane

Gnus Editors: Two very busy people
In the dark Editors: Ren and Stimpy
Jock Stuflers: Orange Juice
Spread Editor: Papaya Juice
Money: Nee'l Deemeber Valley
The person we can't livewithout:
Waldo
Rowists: The X-MEN
Free failing editors: Jan Brady
and Marcia Brady
Official schmoozer: PK
Staph: Jeremy,
Enid,
Amanda,
Allison,

Mary,
Veronica,
Cecelia,
Santa Claus,
Jack and Diane,
Billy Joe,
Bobby Sue,
Sara,
boy named Sue,
Maria,
Mr. Jones,
Neil Young,
Bob Marley,
Mr. Wendel,
SuzyQ,

Barbara Ann,
Valerie,
Ray,
Carolina,
Sharona,
Frosty the Snowman,
Snerri.
Michelle,
Alecia,
Winnie the Pooh,
Angel,
Mrs. Rita,
Binky
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QUARTER-TRUTHS 3

Tap TEl
REASONS

TO DROP OUT OF SCHOOL
JOIN
THE CIRCUS

WHILRD
AND

10. Elephants smell better than
roommates.
9. Unique world view from the high
wire.

GnUS

1. Bosnia- The Sarajevo rivalry between the Central High "Serbs" and Eastown's
"Muslims" rages on.
2. Washington D.C .. The sound of goose· stepping filled the streets of DC after
November's elections.
Presicient Clinton announced that he probably might perhaps involve possible troops in
a tentative manner in the Bosnian conflict. .Maybe.
3. US + Canada· Professional hockey and baseball players decided that making 40
times the salary of normal people won't support their modest lifestyles.

8. House of Mirrors can camouflage the freshman fifteen.
7. Endless supply of cotton candy.

t..!

Sa. Clown makeup sometimes better than makeup of people we
know.
Sb. Clowns never have bad hair
days.
..

,..

4. After dorm life seems like easy
transition.

The world according to Picasso

3a. The strong man has no concept of dualisms, dichotomies well, anything.
3b. Bearded - Lady is kinda cute.
2a. Opportunity for advancement.
2b. or not 2b.
2c. Sticking head in lion's mouth
not nearly as intimidating as talking
to Williams
1. Circus gets to leave Iowa duriing the winter.
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4 NO PRETENSE AT TRUTH
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The new "recreation cornplex" should be completed by
the year 2000 with an excellent atr-condtuontng system,
2005 when the roof is added.
The basketball team was
at first vehemently opposed
to the idea of flooding the
gym, but when the idea of
basketball on ice-skates was
proposed, they changed their
minds.
"I move so much
faster on skates," said Bill
Hoopma,
sophomore
forward.
"Lts really
cool."
However,
the basketball
team unfortunately neglected
to tell the Northwestern Red
Raiders that the game was
"on ice," so to speak.
The
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BLADES PROCURE OWN ON':CAMPUS RINK
by Sandra Dee
Tired of traveling to far
off places with exotic names
like Worthington.
Omaha.
Sioux Falls. and Sioux City.
the Dordt College hockey
team successfully lobbied to
create a slight change in the
Dordt plan 2001:
the present gym has been flooded to
create an ice arena. This will
also allow for several new
HPER
classes:
Speed
Skating.
Figure Skating.
Coun try Swing Ice-dancing.
and Broomball.
"We decided we could
afford to flood the present
gym because of the impendinp; 'creation of a new gym."

COLLEGE
December

Raiders forfeited the game,
due to not having brought

ice-skates.
The hockey team has
grown to love the new arena.
"We even have our own
Zamboni," said goalie Pete
Skatesma.
"I want to learn
how to drive it some day."
"Lots more people come
to the games too, said wing
John Puckett. "Now we just
need to teach them when to
yell."
"I'm going to go to all of
the games now," said Julie
VanderScream.
"Now I can
scream 'Nuts and Bolts' two
times a week!

. f

III YERmill HElP HEREI
is similar to your own, who
by Brownie Noser
real purpose-exam
quesdid better than you. Plan a
With exams coming up tions. We do not' suggest
meeting with your professor
in the near future it is impor- bribery by any means. but
where you test out your acttant that every student
be rather have the professor
ing abilities and insist that
freely give them. While passproperly
prepared.
After
there has been a typo and
intense research The Zircon ing the dinner rolls suggest
your numbers
have been
is proud to be the first once study group sessions right
there on the spot.
Simply . switched. You might want to
to bring the "A" STUDENT
borrow a test with one of the
STUDY GUIDE. To get an A .state, "It will be fun! Learning
marks that you claim as
in a class that is presently an while we digest." The most
effective way to learn is by being yours as evtderice ,
F is difficult but not impossiHopefully the professor will
posing questions back and
ble. While 0108t scam hereforth: Because you are the be absent minded and believe
today-gane-tomorrow student
that everyone tells the truth.
one who wants to learn, ask
study guides suggest bribery,
We hope that you will
your professor to start asking
here at Dordt we use more
find our methods useful and
questions.
Hopefully
his
ethical means.
beruftctal. Here at the Zircon
mind will be to busy with
We suggest
that you
we want to promote ethical
invite yourself to supper at more pressing matters and
the only thing that comes to means of achieving better
the home of your professor,
grades, as you will not that
mind are the exam questions.
noting that groups of three
none of our suggestions
to take
are most effective. During the Elect a secretary
include
bribery.
Bribary,
down these questions.
course of the meal start dtssalthough no levels have been
If your professor
eats
cussing the class. Be flatterassigned it in the Defender.
ing, tell him/her that you like worse than the commons and
is not a way to achieve an A,
the way they rearrange their you can't stomach anything
because you will feel that you
notes at the beginning
of worse. there is still hope.
have not earned your ma~k.
Look at posted marks that
class to take up 2:35 min1110stprofessors put up. Find
utes. After the qu tck chita student. whose .ID number
chat work your way to your

Peas on
Earth!
0

0

0
0

0
0

0

0

0
0

0
0

,

0
0
0

STOP THE
VIOLINSI

lnnocem oystander

Chaos errupts as the Zircon staff attempts to take a
group photo.
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"You know that I'm just
"Chocolate!!"
In this for the money."
. -..for those who have never-..Shelley Westerhof on the experienced the deliqacy.
joys of Diamond.
..
."I hate kids." ..
:::;::::;"";;"
;,:;,:>.,:,:
"I found that the cleaning .--Santa Claus
ladies of SV, play poker
~'God is dead. "
and smoke cigars while
..-Nietzsche
everyone Is off to class
or sleeping."
"Nietzsche is dead."
-..Rod Hoekstra
•..God
"The skinnier Igot the
less funny I got,'·
"I've got an idea; let's
lower tuition."
-..Kristen Westerhof
-..Business Office
"In the grand scheme of ...
"Cons.ider all sets that
things, grammar isn't
have never been considreally Important."
....Lorna Van Gilst
ered before. (slight
palJ~)Hey, they're all
gone."
•
"Kristen Curly, Shelley
Straight."
,"Some greiltrn<jthema\h
clan.
--Mantra chanted by all
new acquaintances of the
"We're finally done!!! !I!"
pair.
....Travis Rayhons
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',':rolls

into December. and

VARIED VOICES
::{6 ,..,.:~f::u;~~~~
:~~:~i~~~~
are busy with language. But
if our language is stagnant,

"

He lifts me' ftomthe'slimy

pit

f~~::t~~~i;~:~:S·~:~a~~~

If Christmas
ever word for something flying, use it. We might as well not
becomes son:>ething less but it was a .perfect llnguls- celebrate Christ's coming to
• than am3zlng, then sin has' tic likeness of whatever a a sinful earth.
• probably hecon:>esome~:
'bird" should be, because.
When John claims "111e
less than horrific. '
Edwards writes;; "[Adam] Word became Flesh," he Is
Try really undersi!md- " could name (anImals] in : saying something profound.
ing the powerful words, SUCha way that the crea- The God whose one foot dug
behind "Oh Come. Oh Come' hlres', his understanding of 'out the Atlantc Ocean and
Emmanuel, ", and you' will them. and the mental and Whose other kjcked up the
probably be hindered by ,physical properties of his Rocky Mountians
has
their fan:>iUarity,"And ran- words, would perfectly
squeezed his spirit into 10
som captive Israel, that
rhyme." Language perfectly Ib..7 oz., of amblotic coated,
mourns in lowly exile here: jived with creation.'
pudgy, human carrion so he
until the sOn of God appear.'
But, as we' read In could be born from Mary
RejoiCe...• Rejoice,and blah; :.Genesis,' Adam and Eve fell. into a feeding trough for
blah, blah,,'
Language fell with them, A Jerusalem's
best bacon.
We try'to communicate, girlfriend can' no longer God became flesh. Joseph
the "Joy' ,of '9hristmas'
communicate how 'she feels slapped .Ood's bare bottom
through song, .words and" to her, boyfriend. ,because, s,o Mary could hear her
"gifts, but our culture has {due tdthefaUeness'of Ian- baby-Creator
cough up
killed Christmas .. Shopping' 'guagel, "You Just; don't
whatever mucus covered his
malls charge twenty,· five understand,'" Author!' have' lungs to scream. And he
bucks for'pla~tic natl-:ity:' to struggle "witli;the sweat s.creamed.
scenes. ~uzak strips texts,' of their brows" to produce,
God "dwelt among us,"
from ChT1$tmasearols. And, sentences
,r~aders can My 'friend told me how he
most of us know more vers- clearly comprehend. The understood his salvation "1
to ~Rud~l!?h-th~'d:'!Il,:,se''''fact is~that_e:':!C'l;not'~m-"""llS'ed'Wplara"'lot-in~sep~ic-'
Reindeer, than we..(10 to',' muntcate perfectly. ..
..: tanks" he sald.-"I'd let the
"Once'in
Royal, D,avid's,
Yet" Edwards argues. ,little turds float around me
·City." WhY?
',..
' language acts as a recre~ because I thought they were
Perhaps one of the ative tooL Language. 'whUe cool, and then I'd drink a
most signtficant reasons for fallen, is still redeemed by lItttle bit of the murky slime
our often disabled percep- God (just as we are. fallen. because I llked the taste.
tion of the Christmas reallty redeemed by grace. and still When God saved me, he slid
is the fallerress' of our Ian- creatlonally
good). right Into that slop with me.
guage. We spend hours
Language is a tool to re-cre- He pulled me out and
teaching our children to ation.
stayed there for me." God
read because they cannot
Now that all of that
dwelt among us,
read automatically. Once we Reformed jargon Is avaltSaying
"Merry
learn to use language (to able" we can get to the Chrtstrnas" can either be as
talk. first) we still lack per- •point, Whenever we use the ingenulne as a Dordt side.
fect communication sk1lls. word "sin," in a song, theol- walk glib "How are you
We flunk Engllsh IOl.,We ogy, Bible translation, or doing," or as genuine as a
lack "clarity" in our term whatever, the word stays blessing from heaven itself.
papers. We can not speak' there unless we use It cre- We are God's flesh. now.
Germaq with Frenchmen.
atively'(read. recreatively).
If Christmas
ever
In his book, Toward A John Calvin talks about
becomes something less
Christian Poetics, Michael ·original sin" as 11' it were a than amazing. then we have
Edwards argues that lan- part of reality. But if it stays probably made sin someguage has fallen into sin. secluded in an antiseptic
thing less than horriffic.
He says that language was definition. it really has no Because God decided a peoa good thing before Adam part in "reality." because it pie wallOWingin their own
and Eve cursed it Into sin· Is Simply a word wJih no septic tanks needed a'fleshy
fulness. Edwards writes
creative
(re-creative)
SavIor.
that when Adam named the' impulses. It is, a definition
And since he's God, I'm
animals (before he fell), he of "sin." not a reality of sin- inclined
him.
"rightly named" "them. A ' fulness.'
. ",'
'
"bird" was not simply a
So now Christmas tim~

:f'

The tale of Rudolph the red-necked reindeer
by Brian Huseland

Once upon a time there
was

a

reindeer

named

Rudolph was. And the pure
snow which fell at the Pole
reminded

Rudolph

of how

Rudolph. Now.this was not
the Rudolphwe all know and

good so many white things
were.

love-no kind, Bambiesque
creature with a scarlet nose.

that

This Rudolph spent all his
time epolitely thinking that

notice: the reindeer with
brown fur were kind of lazy.

he was a superior

and the black reindeer were

reindeer.

There were other things
Rudolph seemed to

and how all the others at
"Santa's Pole" were as caribou to him. Even though
Rudolph thought it was in
principle a good thing to

a little dumb. He didn't thtnk
they could handle leading
thc sleigh tcam like he
could. but Rudolph would
never say anything to the

have different colors of reindeer at the Pole, he just

other reindeer about this. He
was too courteous. He kept it

wasn't

to himself.

them.

comfortable

with

Blttzen was, well, just

He also never asked the

a l it t.l e too dark-furred;
Cometwas too brown; Cupid
had spots. And none of them

others what it was like to
have a different color fur. In
fact. he never went out of his

seemed to realize that something was wrong.

way to talk to any of them
beca Use he was too polite.

Rudolph liked being And so Rudolph continued
white-furred: in fact. he liked leading the sleigh. redit so much

that

he began

wondering if perhaps Santa
(underneath all t hose red
c lot hes) was white like

necked

in his

own q uie t

way-which is perhaps the
most dangerous of all.

Still Life
by Kristen Westerhof
Dordt's own author-inresidence, English professor

God but recognizes the truth
of the

situation,

to make

them realize their guilt for

Dr. James Schaap. has doing something wrong, not
recently published a collec- just feel bad becuase things
tion of short stories, entitled
got complicated.
Schaap often takes the
Still Life. The book gives
glimpses of farnily and community conflict.
draWing
readers into an all-too-familiar world of secret pain and

the struggle to find truth in
confUSing circumstances.
"The Whiz." an account
of one male teacher's indis-

voice of a parent

struggling

with letling children make
their

own life choices.

The

father of Brad In "The Voice
of thc Body"has to let Brad
accept a degree of guilt when

threc boys drown in the state
park where he works. He
cretions with a blight. pretty. realizes that he can neither
female student prompts con- force him 10 feel guilty nor
sideration of teachers as real can he absolve him of guilt.

people. people who get lonely
and scared and tcmpl~d.
Schaap consistently shows
the frailly of humanity.
always wilh a cry for repentance

and

"Pitcher's

forgiveness.

Hands."

which

sparked controversy upon its
printing in The Banner a few
years ago, is one such story.

In "Still Life." Schaap
changes to the voice of a
mother, as he does in several
others. This mother sees her
son make all the wrong
choices, but understands
that he has to live his own

life. She does, however, take
drastic measures

to erase to

filth he lives In.
"Growing"hits hard with
Curt. an all-star athlete and
greal student. and girlfriend the shock of the familiar.
Mel find out that she's preg- Abby. ever the rebellious
nant. It takes the persuasion teenager. has deCidedto see
of
Anjo.who rails against
Continued on page 12

...
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!Volleyballcaps season in Kansas City
By Ryan Vander Plaats

"

,The Dordt volleyball team traveled home on November
19 from the NAlA Regional tournament in Kansas City.
Missouri. They entered Dordt's gym during halftime of the
men's basketball game against Dana and were met by a halfhearted smattering (Ifapplause by the Dordt crowd,
So for those who didn't make the trip to Kansas City,
here's a summary of the weekend:
-Ffr st , the team risked their ltves just to get to
Rockhurst College, whtch is convlniently located In the slummiest suburb of Kansas City.
-The Defenders lost the first two games against host.'
team Rockhurst College (40-2; rated lOth in the nation). But
Dordt would not give up In the third game and took the game
19-17 after facing match-point over a half dozen times. Dordt
continued their comeback by trashing Rockhurst 15-5 In the
fourth game. The final game saw Dordt within five points of
nationals, as they were up 10·5, The comback ran out of
steam, though. and Dordt lost the game 15·10. Rockhurst
hobbled off With a 3-2 Victory in a match which Dordt had
158 attempted serves. 141 receptions, 263 attacks, and 98
kllls.
-Sue Dykstra's uncontrollable outburst of emotion
after game four.
..
-The world's most annoying fan' and his sincere admF
ration of Kristi Hofland (a.k.a. MVP).
-While staying In downtown Kansas City. Dordt stayed
in the luxurious Americana Inn. For $35 a night, they got two
twin beds and a decorum similar to the set of 'Good l1mes.·
-Multiculturalism at its finest
-The rematch with Moorhead 'State. Moorhead St. beat
Dordt 3-0 in Dordt's own gym to win Sectionals. Dordt
crawled back on the court., still drained from the, previous
night's game against Rockhurst, and beat them 15-1), Dordt
put forth an Incredible effort, but could not muster another
win. The ended their season with a 3-1 lose to Moorhead. "
-Two fine careers carne to an end, as seniors Leslie
Hellmga and COrinna Vander Woude played their last games.
-Dordt volleyball finishing with a 27-12 record,
-Coach Timmermans, who was supposed to be a temporary' solution for this season, Willbe"staying around for at
least one more year.
·But most of all, you missed the volleyball team huddled In a circle, 'holdmg hands, heads bowed In prayer. after
losing to Rockhurst. As Rockhurst fans taunted them, as they
stood in the center court. not as a' show of piousnessshoe of
piety, but giving sincere thanks' to God.
..
.
It maybe hard for those who weren't in Kansas City to
understand just how intense the weekend .was, I know that
this article doesn't do it justice. So I'lljust say thanks to the
team for at:J: incredible season and weekend.
.
,~.,
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Ladies suffer early frustrations
Record doesn't reflect level of play
By Ryan Vander Plaats

Val Gritters scores at a 6.9
ppg clip. Junior Vanden
Hoek has adjusted well to the
point while shooting 63.2
percent from the field.
Balance has been the
key in the front court. with
five players averaging above
5.0 ppg. Junior center Anita
Tinklenberg averages 11.6

Earlier
this
year.
Dor d t . soccer
coach
Bill
Elgersma made a statement

about
the up-and-down
world of college athletics;
"Sometimes you win games
you don't deserve, and sometimes you lose games you
deserve to win."

two games, Veenstra is averaging 11.0 ppg and 9.0 rpg.

Perhaps
the most
frustrating game thus far for
the Lady Defenders was a 6874 home lose to nationally
ranked Dakota Wesleyan.
Dordt led by four points at
the half and held a three
point lead with just four sec-

The women's basketball team can attest to the
later part of Elgersma's statement.

Seven games into the

1994-95 basketball season.
they have been leading or
tied at halftime in four games
but are still searching for
their first win.
"In terms

of record,

we are disappointed. We feel
like we should have won
games that we let slip away
at the end,"

says women's

basketball coach Len Rhoda.
"We feel that the record
doesn't
ref'Iect how much
we've really improved."

One of the major reasons Dordt has let halftime
leads slip away is a lack of
personnel.
The
Lady
Defenders began the season
with only eight players.
Through intense pressure.
teams

such

as Nebraska

Wesleyan. Dana. and Dakota
Wesleyan have been able to
wear down Dordt
close games.

and win

A trip to volleyball
Regtonals caused junior center Joy Veenstra to miss the

first five games. but her
return to. the team should
give Dordt more depth and
scoring punch,

Dordt also began the
season
guards,

with just
three
none of which were

true' point guards.
"We had trouble with
pressure
early,"
Rhoda
explains. "Wedon't have anyone

who

guard.

is a true

but

ppg and grabs 9.0 rebounds
per game. The team's only
freshman. center Cherilyn
Dykstra (5.1 ppg 4.6 rpgJ,
has seen a lot of action off
the
bench.
Carla
Zevenbergen (Sr.; 1.3 ppg.
2.7 rpgJ, Jeanette Nydam
(Jr.; 5.1 ppg. 3.4 rpg). and
Krts Cnossen [So.: 6.0 ppg,
3.1 rpg) share time at the for-

point

Kari (Vanden

Hoek) is becoming more com-

fortable at point guard."
Although the Lady
Defenders lack depth at
guard. back court play has
been adequate none the less.

Junior Jill Van Essen leads
the team in scoring with 12.0
points

per game and senior

,

ward

positions.

Veenstra's

return from volleyball has
proven profitable thus far. In

left. Dakota Wesleyan
inbounded the ball after a
timeout. but couldn't find an
open three-pointer. After a
orids

second

timeout,

Dakota

Wesleyan was able to hit a
desperation three to send the
game to overtime.
In overtime, the worn-

out Lady Defenders
only

muster

four

could
points.

Dakota Wesleyan won 74-68.
in a game that typified
Dordt's season to date
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Streaky play characterizes men's season
by Derrick Vander Waal

\

returned for its home opener
against Dakota State winning
Dordt's season so far as
the game, 90-81, and sparkbeen
characterized
by ing a four game winning
streaky play. After loosing
streak.
Oordt feli behind
the opening game of the sea- early 7-2, but after trailing
son against Graceland, Dordt
29-25, they put the game
won four games in a roll
away for good with a 15-2
including
a spectacular'
run to make the score 40-31.
comeback against Dana and
Dordt never looked back as
a tournament
championship
they took a 48-38 lead into
at Concordia College during
the locker room.
Thanksgiving break. Dordt's
. Dana never 'seriously
4-1 record to start the season
challanged Dordt during the
was their best start in seven second
half as they cut
years. but over the last cou- Dordt's lead to seven points
pIe weeks Dordt has faltered
twice but were unable to get
loosing four straight games to any closer. Dordt had leads
drop their overall record to 4- of as much as 15 points
5. Dordt played poorly in two before finally winning by II
of those games but nearly
points.
shocked
Gr arrd vi ew and
Dordt 78, Dana 76
Central with impressive secOn Nov. 19. Dordt carne
ond half comebacks
in the
out sluggish at home against
other two games.
Dana during the early minGraceland 89. Dordt 80
utes of the first half as Dana
On Nov. 12, Dordt travscored the first 12 points of
eled to Graceland to 0 en the the game and then took 24-6
basketball season and~~"el;';l~i"'n'-"'I~e"'a"'d~.~O~ordt
wo e up-w tfi a
a 89-80
loss.
Oordt
feli
12-2 run to close with in 8
. behind early in this game
points at 26-18. Dana added
and were unable to recover
to its lead as they puled away
as they went into the locker
for 48-34 halftime lead.
room trailing 46-31 at halfEarly during the second
time. During the second half, half, Dordt went on another
Dordt was able to chip away
12-2 run to pull with in four
at Graceland's
lead somepoints
at 54-50.
Oana
what, but they were unable
promptly responded by scorto put together
a serious
ing the next nine points to
threat.
In a rough game
expand their lead to 63-50.
marred by 57 fouls, Oordt
After trailing 69-54, Oordt
had difficulty
gaining any
exploded with 14 straight
consistency.
points to puli with in one
Dordt 91. Dakota State 80
point at 69-68. Down the
On Nov.
16, Oordt
stretch both teams traded

S.
R.
T. Winkle
D. Van Essen
K. VanZee'
M. Pynaardt
..;.t

~)

Dordt
Opponents

,- ~ I -.-tt.

-'~

'! I:X-:~·:~'

32.1
32.5

46.3 }0.7
44.5. 67.5

.130
. 134

103
114

35.1
35.0

82.9
81.8

baskets
before two freethrows by Kyle Van Zee tied
the game at 76. After a Dana
miss. Tracy Winkle drained
two free-throws to give Dordt
its first lead of the game and
the winning margin.
Comet Clasie Tournament
Champions
Ouring
Thanksgiving
break,
Oordt travelied
to
Concordia College in St. Paul,
MN and took the championship
in a tournament
which featured some tough
competition. D.W. La Cross.
Bethel, and Concordia. Dordt
two wins in this tournament
upped their record to 4-1
completing a four game winning'streak
and marking
their best start
in seven
years. Van Zee was named
the tournament's
MVP with
his 15 point
and seven
rebound average during the
two games. Stahl was also
named to the all-tournament
earn after scoring16 'potnts
per game .
Dordt opened the tournament
against
a strong
Concordia
team and came
away with a 86-81 Victory.
After fallen behind 10-9 in
the early minutes.
Oordt
went on a 13-2 run to pull
ahead 22-12. Dordt expanded its lead during the rest of
the first half to as much as
17 points and lead at halftime by 15 points at 46-31.
Concordia, led by former
University
of Washington
starting point guard Prentiss
Perkins
(37 points in the
game), slowly chipped away
at Dordt's lead and tied the
game at 81 with about a
minute
left in the game.
Stahl drained a three-pointer
and Barry De Haan sank two
free-throws
to preserve the
victory.
In the championship
game, Dordt strung together
two excellent halves as they
ran up their highest point
total of the season in a 10384 victory over Bethel. Dordt
took charge about midway
through
the first half and
took a 46-34 lead into the
locker room.
Dordt extended its lead
'to as much as 25 pomtsduring the second half en route
to a 19 point
Victory.
Everyone on the team scored

Chuck Van Orunen

Senior Dave Van Essen drives to hole against Mount
Marty.
and six players had double
figure scoring games. Dordt
sizzling shooting from threepoint range (9-19) was the
difference in this game for
Oordt.
Dakota Wesleyan 76. Dordt
66
On Nov. 29, Dordt lost at
Dakota Wesleyan, 76-66. as
they were unable to really get
anything going during this
entire
game.
Oordt
fell
behind during the first half
and trailed 38-31 at halftime.
They did not gain any consitency during the second half
either as they stumbled to a
ten I 0 point loss and their
lowest scoring output of the
season. Poor ball handling
(24 turnovers) and rebound,
ing (out rebounded
40-32)
contributed to Dordt's loss.
Grandview 90. Dordt 85
On Dec, 2. a valient second half comeback failed as
Oordt lost at home against
Grandview, 90-85. The game
was tight early as Dordt held

a slim, 14-13 lead about a
third of the way through the
first half. Oordt then took
control and pulled ahead. 3728. Grandview then went on
a 7-1 run to cut Dordt's lead
to three at 38-35. The game
remained even for the rest of
the half as Oordt took a 4846 lead into the locker room.
Grandview
came out
strong in the second half and
eventually took a ten point
lead at 70-60.
Freshman
Ross Bouma then keyed a
Dordt run as he scored the
final seven points of a 9-0
run as they closed with in
one at 70-69. Bouma later hit
a shot which lied the game at
73. Grandview came through
down the stretch
to hand
Dordt a five point loss.
Central 78, Dordt 74
On Dec. 3. an ot ...
her
strong second' half comeback
failed as Dordt fell to Central
78-74. Oordt' fell 'j)e'iilri"cf in
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this game. 11-5. but eight
consecutive points gave them
a 15-13 lead. After leading
25-24. Central finished the
half by cutscortng Dordt 2212 and had a 46-35 lead at
halftime.
Through
out the first
eight minutes of the second
half Central hung on to its
halftime margin. Dordt then
slowly climbed back into the
game with a couple short
ru ns. Nathan Schelhaas tied
the game at 72 with a threepoint shot from the corner.
Dordt was not able to grab a
lead. however. the rest of the
way as Central capitalized
from the free throw line and
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edged out
points.

Dordt

by four

Mount Marty 83, Dordt 70

Dordt came out sluggish
last night in a home game
against Mount Marty and a
poor second half performance
resulted in Dordl's most lopsided los'S of the season. 8370. Mount Marty came out
with a sizzling shooting performance as they exploded
for the first 13 points of the
game. Dordt recovered and
went on a 9-2 run to' pull
with in six at 15-9. The
teams traded baskets until
Dordt's eight straight points
behind
three-pointers
by
Dave
Van
Essen
and
Schelhaas gave them their
first lead of the game. Dordt's
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45-41 lead at halftime turned

out to be their largest of the
game.
During the second half,
Dordt collapsed as Mount
Marty outscored them 24-8
during the first ten minutes
of the second half to take a
65-53 lead. Dordt was not
able to make any runs at
Mounty Marty as their deficit
expanded to as much as 20
points at 78-58 before finally
loosing by 13 points.
On Saturday
night.
Dordt's game in Orange City
against Northwestern opens
up a six game stretch on the
road plus a tournament
at
Trinity Christian College in
Palos Heights. IL.

Dor,dt Blade's Hockey '94,
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Still Life
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whomever. whenever.
with
little regard for her parents'
feelings. Her father goes to
the schoolyard and watches
his little girl prove her wornanhood as she stands up for
herself
to
her
rough
boyfriend.
Her father realizes that she is growing up
and fulfills his promise to
her to build her a room in
the basement. as a token of
his understanding
of her
budding maturity.
"Dimwits" falters where
the others
were strong.
Though Schaap hits on some
sensitive topics. like abortion
, and people with mental disablities. the characters fail to
gain sympathy. While I liked
the points made about jump-

Continued from page 2
"the need to be accepted and
loved
by
somebody."
Modderman
explains.
The
woman tries to gain acceptance by trying to become
perfect, and the man tries to
gain acceptance by conforming to the idea of the "typical

ing on me pro-life bandwagon. the story. a1thogh funny
and surprising, just doesn't
deliver.
The one weakness
in
writing about familiar people
is that they ali talk the same
way and say the same
things-l
wanted to hear
someone
who would say
someting that would break
up
the
tedium
0
Midwestern-esc.
All in ali. i
did enjoy the book because it
was about people I know
and. in some cases, situations I've dealt with. Schaap
is an excellent storyteller. as
anyone who has heard him
read will testtfy. The book is
moving
and
tenderly
wrought.
painful yet triumphant.

guy." namely, "getting a girl."
"It speaks
about what
everyone goes through
at
some point in their lives,"
Modderman said. This play
shows how different people
look for [acceptance] in different ways:' when, ultimately,
"God is what we really need,"
Mark Du Mez is directing
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355

about three monkeys, a doctwo
shorter
one-acts:
"Variations on the Death of 'tor. a cage. and three type"It's based on the
Trotsky" and "Words. Words, writers.
idea that if you put three
Words," both by David Ives.
monkeys in a cage with typeDu
Mez
said
that
"Variations" is "A comedy of writers. eventually they will
sorts in which- a man tries to type Hamlet."
Du Mez chose
these
discover the nature of his
plays
because
they
are,
death.",
"Words."
he said, is "largely physical and hopeful-

ly pretty funny. They allow
the players to play. They
tend toward the absurd, the
humorous."
Tickets are on sale at the
box office and can also be
bought at the door. Cost is
$2.

